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It’s an unspoken rule of doing business today to have some form of online presence
or a website where customers can obtain information about your product or services.
To secure these transactions organizations need to use SSL certificates, commonly
known as Transport Layer Security/Secure Sockets Layer (TLS/SSL) certificates. In
fact, major browsers won’t even populate the website on search engines unless it has
an active TLS/SSL certificate. TLS/SSL certificates protect in-transit sensitive data from
interception by unauthorized parties, such as hackers, allowing online transactions to be
conducted with complete confidence.
With digital transformation, enterprises are operating hundreds and thousands of
websites and domains online. All these domains and websites need TLS/SSL certificates
and require lifecycle management of those certificates. There are numerous examples
of system outages due to expired certificates. In 2020, Microsoft Teams® suffered
an outage for more than three hours after Microsoft ® failed to renew the certificate.
Similarly, Mozilla® reported an outage with its add-ons in 2019 due to expired certificates.
In cryptography, a certificate authority (CA) is an entity that issues digital certificates.
There are various CAs available for obtaining TLS/SSL certificates. You can even get a
free SSL certificate from Let’s Encrypt ®. However, is it safe for enterprises to use free
SSL certificates? What are its challenges? What features should enterprises consider
when choosing the right CA partner? We will answer these questions and help you
choose the right enterprise TLS/SSL provider. Before you find the right CA, it helps to
first understand which TLS/SSL certificates are right for your organization.

Choosing the Right TLS/SSL Certificate Type
Determining which TLS/SSL certificate is right for your organization, as well as the level
of authentication, can be challenging. All TLS/SSL certificates offer the same level of
encryption but there is a fundamental difference in the issuance of these certificates based
on verification of the domain and organization.

There are three authentication levels of certificates:

D O M A I N VA L I DAT I O N (DV)

1

DV certificates offer the lowest level of assurance by limiting the validation
of identity to authentication of the domain name (e.g., www.mydomain.com).
The issued DV certificate only contains the domain name and is issued after
proof that the certificate requester has control of the submitted domain
name. Let’s Encrypt issues free DV TLS/SSL certificates to anyone who can
prove control over a specific domain.

O R G A N I Z AT I O N VA L I DAT I O N (OV)
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The issued OV server security certificate contains the fully qualified
domain name (FQDN) and the organization name. If any part of your
organization’s business model involves collecting sensitive data about
your customers, an OV certificate may be right for you. An OV certificate
displays the name of your organization in the website seal, which is a trust
indicator that shows that your business is legitimate and assures that the
information shared remains confidential.

OV certificates provide the most common level of assurance and confirm that:
1. The domain name is authentic (as with DV validation).
2. The domain is associated with the named organization.
3. The organization and its registered address are authentic.

E X T E N D E D VA L I DAT I O N (E V)
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EV certificates offer the highest level of assurance. In addition to DV and
OV validation requirements, EV certificates verify the physical address
of the place of business, jurisdiction of incorporation, registration and
other extended information. Once validated, the EV certificate is issued
containing the organization name, the fully qualified domain name (FQDN),
the locality and the country of the organization’s place of business.

Like OV certificates, EV certificates also provide the highest level of safety and security
for your customers while guarding against outside threats such as phishing, email fraud
and cyberattacks — features that ultimately provide enhanced customer confidence when
interacting with your website.

The Risks and Challenges of
Free SSL Certificates
So, the question remains, is it safe to use free SSL certificates for enterprises?
Well, DV certificates are the lowest level of authentication used to validate SSL
certificates. It only requires validation of the domain before certificate issuance
so even fake websites can use this type of certificate. The other issue is that
the certificates from Let’s Encrypt are only valid for 90 days, so it needs to be
renewed four times a year.
The IT team needs to configure each web server to procure the certificate. It’s
very cumbersome if you have more than a handful of certificates. There is no
single portal to view and manage all your certificates across the organization.
Free certificates are mainly targeted for individuals or small organizations
where the need for SSL certificates is very limited.

Features to Consider When Choosing
the Right CA Provider
C O M PAT I B I L I T Y W I T H B R O W S E R S
The main purpose of the SSL certificate is to encrypt the traffic between server
(web server) and clients (browsers). All public certificate authorities work with
various operating systems and browser vendors to embed their root certificates,
so their certificates are natively trusted by browsers and operating systems.
Depending upon the use of the website or application, you want to make sure that
certificates are compatible with major browsers such as Google Chrome®, Mozilla
Firefox®, Safari®, Microsoft Edge®, Internet Explorer®.
In the case of mobile devices, users typically upgrade their operating system (OS)
frequently, so their devices will work seamlessly. However, there are issues with
older Android devices where the root certificate may not be compatible. If you
have users with older devices, make sure that the vendor you choose has trust
established with all browsers and operating systems.

SPEED OF ISSUANCE
More and more organizations are transforming digitally and applying agile practices
across different value streams. It is important to make sure that the partner you choose
doesn’t slow you down but instead, helps you in your agile journey.
Most CAs can issue DV SSL certificates in seconds as the only need is to verify the
control over the domain, which is a fully automated process. However, if you need OV or
EV certificates, then it requires organization and domain verification before certificates
can be issued. At HID, we can issue any type of certificate for our enterprise customers
in seconds. We use domain and organization whitelisting technology to preapprove the
domains and organizations ahead of time. When choosing a vendor, you want to make
sure that the CA can provide any type of certificate in seconds.

CRYPTO AGILITY
Cryptographic agility acts as a safety measure or incident response mechanism when
a system is discovered to be vulnerable. For example, if the CA provider becomes
compromised then all issued certificates under that CA need to be revoked immediately.
In this scenario, if there is no backup CA provider immediately available it will have a huge
impact on the business. It is not uncommon for CAs to revoke many certificates at a time
for various reasons. Organizations must consider a vendor who can provide certificates
from multiple providers to reduce this risk.

AU TO M AT I O N A N D C E RT I F I C AT E M A N AG E M E NT
Expired certificates can hurt organizations financially and decrease customer
satisfaction. As an IT leader, you don’t want to be faced with handling angry
customers simply because someone forgot to renew the SSL certificate. Automating
certificate management has become more critical than ever for any size organization.
There are different ways to automate SSL certificate lifecycle management, but
it requires a thorough understanding of the environment and technologies being
deployed.
One thing to keep in mind while starting the certificate automation journey is that
you don’t want to be tied to proprietary technology whether it’s agent or agentless
deployment. Agent deployment will require additional efforts to deploy and manage
on a continuous basis. For example, HID PKI-as-a-Service (PKIaaS) leverages a
connector model of certificate automation. With this method, certificate utilities that
already exist in the market are added to a platform (such as ACME clients) or are
embedded in popular enterprise platforms (like Microsoft Intune®).

Unlike agent or agentless models, the connector model does not rely on the
introduction of a “command and control” platform solely for the management
of certificates. To learn more about different certificate automation rollout for
enterprises, please read our technical guide.

Checklist for Enterprise SSL Solutions
It is very important to choose an SSL provider that can help you through the digital transformation
journey in agile fashion. Here are five tips to keep in mind while choosing the right SSL provider.







Crypto Agility — Keep in mind that when there is an issue with one CA provider, you
will need a strategy to mitigate that risk. It’s always better to have an option available
from multiple CAs while still using a single interface to manage all the certificates.
Browser Compatibility — Make sure that you have broad coverage from all supported
browsers and operating systems. Don’t forget older Android devices because there are
millions of users who still use these devices.
Speed of Issuance — Don’t wait three to five days while requesting a certificate. Some
of the use cases for Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline
require certificate issuance in seconds so make sure that the provider can support that.
Automation — It’s strongly recommended to automate your certificate lifecycle
management as it can be a huge risk factor otherwise. Moreover, it’s not complicated
to automate certificate management given that you have the right service provider that
can walk you through that journey.
Single Provider for All Digital Certificate Needs — The best approach is to have a
single pane of glass for all digital certificate types such as TLS/SSL, Secure Email
(S/MIME), Document Signing, Code Signing, Private PKI, etc.

Automate Thousands of Certificates in
One Simple Platform
HID Enterprise SSL-as-a-Service provides high-volume certificate issuance and
management with the flexibility to mix and match certificate types, expiration periods,
SANs and subdomains. HID’s simple pricing structure guarantees that you will have SSL
coverage for all your servers with one low subscription fee. If you find that you need more
certificates than your subscription plan has, we make it easy to upgrade. There is no lock-in
and you can cancel it anytime.
Get the details on Enterprise SSL. Talk to an expert >>
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